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HiAlan,

Graham has just explained that you are on a tight time frame, this was NOT explained to me last week
during our discussion and that beinS the case I have not had the opportunity to review all the information
provided in full detail. As it is the most busiest time of the year for my business I have not had the time
between our discussion and now to accuftltely review ALL the information provided.

I still stand by my statutory declaration that I was able to identiry that the incoming faxes provided to me for
review had at some state been received by a secondary fax machine and then retransrnitted, this was done
by identifying the dual time stamps on the faxes provided.

I have briefly review the new information provided to me and can assess that it looks like the same type of
tampering with fax transmittals had taken place on the documents provided. I would not be able to produce
another Stat Dec on this until I see the actual original copies of these documents to be 10O% sure. The
reason why I could provide my first Stat Dec was that I actually sighted the original documents and was
there on site during one of the actual transmissions,

Kindest Regards

Peter Hancock
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